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Introduction

Determining whether the usage of sensitive, digitally stored data complies with
regulations and policies is a growing concern for companies, administrations, and
end users alike. Classical examples of policies used for protecting and preventing
the misuse of data are history-based access-control policies like the Chinese-wall
policy and separation-of-duty constraints. Other policies from more specialized
areas like banking involve retention, reporting, and transaction requirements.
Simplified examples from this domain are that financial reports must be approved
at most a week before they are published and that transactions over $10,000 must
be reported within two days.
In the context of IT systems, compliance checking amounts to implementing
a process that monitors, either online or offline, other processes. Such a monitor
needs to temporally relate actions performed by the other processes and the
data involved in these actions. Since the number of data items processed in IT
systems is usually huge at each point in time and cannot be bounded over time,
monitoring algorithms, in particular for propositional temporal logics, are of
limited use for compliance checking.
In this paper, we present our monitoring tool MONPOLY for compliance
checking. Policies are given as formulas of an expressive safety fragment of metric
first-order temporal logic (MFOTL). The first-order fragment is well suited for
formalizing relations on data, while the metric temporal operators can be used
to specify properties depending on the times associated with past, present, and
even future system events. MONPOLY processes a stream of system events with
identifiers representing the data involved and reports policy violations. In the
following, we describe MONPOLY and its features in more detail. We also briefly
report on case studies and discuss related tools.
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Tool Description

We describe MONPOLY’s input and output and its theoretical underpinnings.
Afterwards we give an overview of its implementation.
Input and Output. MONPOLY takes as command-line input a signature file,
a policy file, and a log file. It outputs violations of the specified policy. We
illustrate MONPOLY’s input and output with an example.
?
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 ∀r. publish(r) →



An MFOTL formalization of the policy that financial reports must be approved at most a week before they are published is
≤7 days

approve(r) .

(1)


for “someWe use  for the temporal operator “always in the future” and
times in the past.” Moreover, to express timing constraints, we attach metric
constraints to these operators like ≤ 7 days for “within 7 days.” The concrete
textual input to MONPOLY for the policy (1) is
publish(?r) IMPLIES ONCE[0,7d] approve(?r) ,
where the arities of the predicates and the types of the arguments are specified
in a signature file. The outermost temporal operator  is implicit in the input
to MONPOLY, since policies should hold at every point in time. Moreover, in
our example the variable ?r is free. This is because MONPOLY should output
the reports that were published but either not approved at all or the approval
was too early. That is, MONPOLY outputs for every time-point the satisfying
valuations of the negated formula
publish(?r) AND HISTORICALLY[0,7d] NOT approve(?r) .
A log file consists of a sequence of time-stamped system events, which are
ordered by their time-stamps. Events assumed to have happened simultaneously
are grouped together. For example, according to the log file
@1307532861 approve (52)
@1307955600 approve (63)
publish (60)
@1308477599 approve (87)
publish (63) (52)
the report with the number 52 was approved at time-point 0 with the timestamp 1307532861 (2011-06-08, 11:34:21 in UNIX time) and it was published at
time-point 2 with the time-stamp 1308477599 (i.e., on 2011-06-19) together with
the report 63, which was approved on 2011-06-13.
MONPOLY processes the log file incrementally and outputs for each timepoint all policy violations. For the above input, MONPOLY reports the following
violations:
@1307955600 (time-point 1): (60)
@1308477599 (time-point 2): (52)
Publishing the reports 60 and 52 each violates the policy (1). Report 60 was never
approved and report 52 was approved too early. MONPOLY does not produce
an output for time-point 0, since there is no policy violation at this time-point.
Foundations. MONPOLY implements our monitoring algorithm [7] for timestamped temporal structures with finite relations. To effectively monitor properties specified in MFOTL, this algorithm only handles a safety fragment of
MFOTL. Namely, the formulas must be of the form  Φ, where the temporal
future operators occurring in Φ are bounded, i.e., the attached metric constraints
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restrict these operators so that they range only over finitely many time-points.
Roughly speaking, the monitoring algorithm iteratively processes the log file and
determines for each given time-point the satisfying valuations of the formula ¬Φ.
Since Φ is bounded, only finitely many time-points need to be taken into account.
However, the evaluation at a time-point is delayed by the monitoring algorithm
until it reads the data of the relevant future time-points.
To efficiently determine at each time-point the violating elements of Φ, we
evaluate the formula ¬Φ bottom-up and store intermediate results in finite relations. These are updated in each iteration and reused in later iterations. We
require that ¬Φ can be rewritten to a formula so that the intermediate results
are always finite relations. In particular, the use of negation and quantification is
syntactically restricted. These restrictions are adapted from database query evaluation [1]. Before starting the monitoring process, MONPOLY checks whether
the given formula has these properties.
Implementation. MONPOLY is written in the OCaml programming language.
The code is mainly functional, making only sparse use of OCaml’s imperative
programming-language features and not using OCaml’s object layer.
The code is structured in modules. For instance, there are modules for operations on MFOTL formulas, relations, and first-order structures. There are also
modules for parsing formulas and log files. Finally, there is a module that implements the monitoring algorithm [7]. Since the algorithm manipulates relations
extensively, the data structure used to represent relations has a huge impact on
the monitor’s efficiency. Currently, MONPOLY uses the data type for sets from
OCaml’s standard library, which is implemented using balanced binary trees.
Since the implementation is modular, MONPOLY can easily be modified and
extended. For example, modifying MONPOLY so that it processes log files in another format is straightforward, as is using other data structures for representing
and manipulating relations. The source code of MONPOLY is publicly available
from the web page http://projects.developer.nokia.com/MonPoly.
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Experimental Evaluation

We have evaluated MONPOLY’s performance on several policies on synthetically
generated data. For example, for the simple publishing policy (1), MONPOLY
processes a log file with 25,000 entries in 0.4 seconds on a standard desktop
computer. It uses 30 MBytes of memory. Monitoring the more complex policy
where approvals must be signed by managers1 takes MONPOLY 2.25 seconds,
where 60 MBytes of memory are used. Other examples of our evaluation include MFOTL formalizations of transaction policies, the Chinese-wall policy, and
MFOTL formalization of this policy is  ∀r. ∀a. publish(r, a)
→
∃m. manager (m, a) ∧ approve(r, m). Here, manager (m, a) encodes that m
is a manager of the accountant a, which might change over time. It abbreviates
the formula ¬managerf (m, a) S managers (m, a), where S denotes the temporal past
operator since and the predicates managers and managerf represent system events
that mark the start and the finish of the relation of m being a’s manager.
The
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separation-of-duty constraints, and are given in [6]. MONPOLY performs significantly better than our previous prototype implementation in Java, used in [6]. A
reason for this improvement is that the fragment MONPOLY handles is slightly
more restrictive but formulas in this fragment are evaluated more efficiently.
We have also used MONPOLY in a case study with industry: monitoring
the usage of data within Nokia’s data-collection campaign.2 The campaign collects contextual information from cell phones of about 180 participants, including phone locations, call and SMS information, and the like. Given the data’s
high sensitivity, usage-control policies govern what actions may and must not
be performed on the data. We formalized these policies in MFOTL, obtaining
14 formulas. We used MONPOLY to check them on different log files, each corresponding to roughly 24 hours of logged data. The largest logs contain around
85,000 time-points and one million system events. On such log files, the running
times for the different policies on a standard desktop computer range from 10 seconds for simple access-control policies to 7 hours for complex policies employing
nested temporal operators. The memory requirements are also modest: even for
the complex policies, MONPOLY never used more than 500 MBytes of memory
and these peaks occurred infrequently. Further details on the policies, the setup,
MONPOLY’s performance, and our findings in this case study are given in [5].
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Related Tools

MONPOLY targets automated compliance checking in IT systems where actions
are performed by distributed and heterogeneous system components. Monitoring
tools for related applications are BeepBeep [10], Orchids [13], Monid [12], and
LogScope [3]. BeepBeep monitors a web-client application for the conformance
of its communication with the web service’s interface specifications expressed in
LTL-FO+ , a first-order extension of the linear-time temporal logic LTL. Orchids
is a monitor for intrusion detection. It searches in an event stream for attack patterns, which are specified in a variant of future-time temporal logic and compiled
into non-deterministic automata for fast pattern matching. Monid, similar to Orchids, is a tool for intrusion detection. It is based on the monitoring framework
Eagle [2], where properties are specified by systems of parametrized equations
with Boolean and temporal operators and a fixpoint semantics. LogScope can
be seen as a restriction of RuleR [4]—a conditional rule-based system with an
algorithm for runtime verification—tailored for log-file analysis. Properties in
LogScope are given as conjunctions of data-parametrized temporal patterns and
finite-state machines. These tools differ from MONPOLY in their specification
languages and their underlying monitoring algorithms. For instance, LTL-FO+
does not support temporal past operators but supports unbounded temporal
future operators. Quantification in LTL-FO+ is more restrictive than in the
monitorable MFOTL fragment of MONPOLY, since quantified variables only
range over data elements that appear in the system event that is currently processed. BeepBeep’s monitoring algorithm for LTL-FO+ is based on an extension
of a tableaux construction for LTL.
2
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Other runtime-verification approaches, implemented in tools like Temporal
Rover [9], Lola [8], J-LO [14], and MOP [11], have primarily been developed and
used for monitoring the execution of programs. Programs are instrumented so
that relevant actions, like procedure calls and variable assignments, either directly trigger the inlined monitors or are forwarded to external monitors. Evaluating and comparing the performance of the different underlying monitoring
algorithms experimentally remains as future work.
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